TALKING WITH YOUR CHILD ABOUT MARIJUANA:
Keeping Your Kids Safe

TAKE ACTION

It’s never too early to talk with your children about the risks of marijuana use. Research suggests that one of the most influential factors for children is a strong, open relationship with a parent. Though it may not seem like it, children really hear your concerns, and it’s important that you discuss the risks of using marijuana with them.

Use these tips to talk with your child:

• Plan to have many short talks;
• Choose informal times to have conversations, such as in the car or during dinner;
• Continue talking as they get older;
• Clearly state what you expect regarding drug use;
• Create family rules together, such as expectations when hanging out with friends; and
• Let them know you are always there for them.

Talk with your children about having an “exit plan” if they are offered marijuana. Peer pressure can be powerful among youths, and having a plan to avoid drug use can help children make better choices. Talk with your children about what they would do if faced with a decision about drugs, such as texting a code word to a family member. Be sure to practice the exit plan in a safe environment.
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YOUNG PEOPLE ARE TRYING MARIJUANA

Marijuana is a mind-altering drug made from the dried hemp plant Cannabis sativa. It can be consumed in a variety of ways—including through edibles, oils, vaping, and smoking.

An estimated 1.2 million youths aged 12 to 17 tried marijuana for the first time in 2017—that's approximately 3,300 kids each day. In fact, about half of youths aged 12 to 17 said that it would be easy to get marijuana if they wanted some.

It’s important to talk with your children from a young age to ensure they understand what marijuana is and why they shouldn’t try it.

THE RISKS YOU SHOULD KNOW

Parents should know the risks of marijuana use and start talking with their children about them early on. Marijuana use in any form is not safe for a child’s brain development.

Risks include, but are not limited to:

• Lack of balance and coordination, which could increase injury risk when playing sports or driving;
• Poor judgment and decision making, such as having unprotected sex or impaired driving; and/or
• Poor school performance, which could also affect academic or future job performance.

IS MARIJUANA ADDICTIVE?

Marijuana use can impact your children despite it being known as a “natural” substance. Using marijuana can lead to a substance use disorder. Research shows that trying marijuana from a young age increases the likelihood of problems with marijuana use later in life.

Additionally, nearly one in three people who use marijuana may have some degree of marijuana use disorder. One in six people who start using marijuana as teenagers will become addicted.
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